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ABSTRACT 
With the growing ubiquity of the Internet and access to media-based 
social media platforms, the risks associated with media content shar-
ing on social media and the need for safety measures against such 
risks have grown paramount. At the same time, risk is highly con-
textualized, especially when it comes to media content youth share 
privately on social media. In this work, we conducted qualitative 
content analyses on risky media content fagged by youth partici-
pants and research assistants of similar ages to explore contextual 
dimensions of youth online risks. The contextual risk dimensions 
were then used to inform semi- and self-supervised state-of-the-art 
vision transformers to automate the process of identifying risky 
images shared by youth. We found that vision transformers are 
capable of learning complex image features for use in automated 
risk detection and classifcation. The results of our study serve 
as a foundation for designing contextualized and youth-centered 
machine-learning methods for automated online risk detection. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Internet and social media have become a signifcant part of youth’s 
daily lives. In 2022, 97% of U.S. teens are reported to be online daily, 
and 46% of them are online almost constantly [66]. While social 
media platforms provide opportunities to youth such as social con-
nections [47], learning [23], and representing themselves [60], they 
can also expose youth to online risks. A recent survey confrmed 
that almost half of U.S. teens experienced online risks ranging from 
harassment, sexual messages, and threats [65]. Given the adverse im-
pacts of such risks on youth [5], the phenomena of youth online risk 
are now one of the critical concerns to many scholars [20, 35, 40]. 

Recently, the popularity of media-based social media platforms 
has grown rapidly among youth [66]. In 2022, YouTube was used 
by 95% of U.S.teens and TikTok was by 67%, followed by Instagram 
(62%) and Snapchat (59%) [66]. Following the popularity, risks as-
sociated with media content (e.g., using someone else’s photos to 
create fake profles [57], or sharing explicit photos or pornogra-
phy [67]) have increased [59]. Therefore, monitoring and validating 
media content shared online and preventing the spread of risky 
media content is pivotal for promoting youth online safety. 

One way to mitigate youth online risk is the use of machine-
learning algorithms to identify risky content. In this work, we lever-
age a computational framework to detect contextualized online risk. 
Instead of binary classifcation (e.g., risky vs. non-risky), we focused 
on contextual descriptions based on the risk type (e.g., harassment, 
sexual risk), media content type (e.g., screenshots, memes), and 
direction of risks (e.g., personally targeted vs. non-targeted). Given 
that risk is highly subjective and contextualized [14], these descrip-
tions are critical for a better understanding of the youth online 
risk phenomena and for creating customized intervention (sup-
port) mechanisms. Obtaining these descriptions using an automated 
method is also important to tackle the scale, cost, and timeliness 
issues associated with the mitigation of youth online risk. The 
overarching question that we address in this study is: 

RQ: How can we use human-centered insights for designing auto-
mated risky image detection methods to support youth online safety? 

To explore our research question, we frst collected 10,000 pri-
vate conversations (i.e., Instagram Direct Messages) donated by 100 
youth participants and asked them to annotate their own messages 
for risk and risk types. Then we had research assistants (RAs) an-
notate the same conversations for risk and risk types. Through this 
process, we collected risk labels for 686 media messages fagged by 
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youth and RAs. Next, we conducted qualitative analyses of risky 
media messages and identifed two contextual risk dimensions that 
emerged. The key risk dimensions identifed in our work are risk 
types (e.g., sexual messages, harassment, hate speech), media con-
tent types (e.g., meme, screenshot, art illustration), and the nature 
of risk (e.g., humor, broadcast, personally targeted). Then we la-
beled 686 media messages in terms of contextual dimensions. After 
excluding audio/video content, the fnal set of data that was pre-
pared for automated analysis consisted of 550 images. From there, 
we applied self- and semi-supervised machine learning methods to 
identify various dimensions of youth online risk. A linear classifer 
trained with a self-supervised method yielded 82.2% accuracy in 
identifying the media content type, while a classifer trained with 
a semi-supervised method achieved 83.1% accuracy in classifying 
risk type. Our study makes the following contributions to the feld, 
particularly to the youth’s online safety literature: 

• We introduce key contextual dimensions to understand 
youth online risks 

• We design an automated process to identify those contextual 
dimensions of risks (with self- and semi-supervised learning 
methods). 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Youth Online Safety 
A wealth of research on youth’s online safety has emerged over 
the past couple of decades, especially within the intersection of 
computer science and social science domain [54, 55]. In previous 
literature, researchers empirically explored various types of youth 
online risk perceptions and behaviors [15, 32, 41, 52, 54, 69, 70, 
74] to address the risks associated with youth online interactions. 
Particularly, the popularity of media-based social media platforms 
has grown rapidly among youth [66] and the prevalence of risks 
associated with media content has grown [59]. There is a wide range 
of risks associated with media content sharing on social media such 
as posting an image of someone else without their consent [38], 
sharing a meme with the intent to embarrass or harass someone 
else [61], using someone else’s photos to create fake profles [57], 
or sharing explicit photos or pornography [67]. Addressing the 
issues of risks posed by media-based content sharing is important 
because the victims of media content risk can perceive more harm 
and trauma than they do from text-only content risk [43, 58], and 
it is expected that the prevalence of media-based content risks will 
only continue to grow as more social network platforms emphasize 
sharing multimedia content [59]. Hence, monitoring and validating 
media content shared online and preventing the spread of risky 
media content is pivotal for promoting youth online safety. 

Meanwhile, the traditional way to monitor media content via 
manual content moderation has become almost impossible due 
to the massive volume of content that is being generated and 
shared online. One of the technological approaches to mitigate 
youth online risk is the use of algorithms to identify risky con-
tent. Researchers applied various computational approaches to 
detecting online risks such as cyberbullying [34, 58, 59], sexual 
risks [13, 33, 50], many of which involve simple binary classifca-
tion tasks (e.g., risky or non-risky). The risk is highly subjective 

and contextualized in nature [14], especially when it comes to me-
dia content youth share privately on social media. Hence, binary 
classifcation tasks alone would not allow us to identify contextual-
ized online risks youth experience. Recently, contextual dimensions 
of online risks have been addressed by a few studies [25, 64]. For 
instance, using publicly available Twitter data, Hassan et al. [25] 
developed automated models to identify the types of sexual vio-
lence (e.g., unwanted contact, nonphysically forced penetration, 
alcohol/drug-facilitated penetration, etc.), and the relationship be-
tween the perpetrators and the victims (e.g., intimate partner, family 
member, acquaintance, etc.) of sexual risks. 

Although prior studies provided valuable insights into automati-
cally identifying online risk, they often relied on public datasets, 
in part, due to legal and/or ethical challenges of obtaining private 
data. There has been relatively little work on exploring private 
interactions which are prone to more severe and variegated types 
of risks [1]. However, understanding the nature of online risk that 
occurs in private online spaces is important because many of the 
risks, such as sexual risks and the sale/promotion of illegal prod-
ucts are known to be greater in private spaces [24, 44, 50]. Building 
upon the prior work, we examined a rich and challenging-to-obtain 
dataset of youths’ private social media data (i.e., direct messages) 
and defned online risk detection as multiple multi-class classif-
cation tasks (e.g., harassment, sexual solicitation, violence, etc.) to 
identify contextual descriptions of youth online risks. 

Additionally, recent work on automated online risk detection 
often relied on the perspective of third persons to annotate ground-
truth data [27, 51] without refecting the perspectives of those 
who experienced the risks [34, 50]. Given that risk is highly sub-
jective [14], relying solely on the perspective of a third person 
(e.g., third-party annotators) would not provide an accurate view 
of the risks youth encounter online. To tackle this problem, we 
explored risky media content (e.g., images, illustrations) fagged by 
both youth participants who experienced risk (frst-person perspec-
tive) and research assistants (third-person perspective) to annotate 
ground truth data from multi-perspectives. With risk annotations 
from both youth participants and RAs, we conducted qualitative 
analyses to understand the contextual dimensions of media risk 
youth experienced through private conversations on Instagram. 
Based on our fndings, we applied automated methods to iden-
tify risky images at scale and to create youth-centered interven-
tion mechanisms. Below, we provide background on automated 
approaches to identify online risks. 

2.2 Automated Approaches to Detecting Risks 
in Images 

In the previous literature, various eforts have been made to au-
tomatically detect risky images. In a line of work, scholars have 
applied hashing technologies (i.e., the use of fle hashes to iden-
tify abusive content) to identify sexually abusive images or videos 
or minors [7, 48]. This approach has been applied by various law 
enforcement agencies to scale investigation of child sexual abuse 
investigations [48]. However, the main issue with this approach was 
that the techniques are not robust to content-preserving operations 
applied to modify the images (e.g., adding watermarks) [22]. Recent 
developments in the feld of computer vision resulted in methods 
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that could be used for identifying risky content in images. These 
methods are based on the visual information extracted from the orig-
inal images (e.g. skin color, nudity, texture, shape) [46, 59, 72, 76]. 
Particularly, deep learning approaches were applied to detect child 
pornography materials by utilizing pre-trained adult pornogra-
phy detection models [39, 42, 46] or transfer learning to fne-tune 
models on pornography data [21]. For example, Nian, et al. [46] 
developed pornographic image detection where a dataset with more 
than 13000 pornographic images with adults was used to train a 
deep convolutional neural network. One of the main reasons for 
the success of deep learning methods to detect risky images was 
the availability of massive labeled datasets for training the models. 
However, in many cases, the challenge with youth online risk de-
tection is the lack of extensive labeled datasets to train the models. 

Recently, Vision Transformer (ViT) has been proposed as a state-
of-art technique for image recognition tasks [16]. The key aspect 
that sets transformers apart from previous convolutional models is 
the use of self-attention, a mechanism by which each pixel (or patch 
of pixels) ‘attends’ to every other pixel (or patch of pixels) [63]. This 
mechanism allows the transformer to relate pixel features across 
the image and make sense of objects within an image. The ability of 
self-attention to focus on important areas/objects within a context 
made it a critical component in neural network models for multi-
ple modalities [49], hence, made transformers achieve outstanding 
performance in various felds, including computer vision [37, 68], 
image classifcation [16, 31, 37, 62], object detection and segmenta-
tion [9, 77], as well as action recognition in videos [3, 6]. 

Although previous studies yielded accurate results in object de-
tections with vision transformers, the same approaches may not 
be applied to complex tasks, such as the detection of risky images 
shared by youth. In recent work, a visual attention mechanism was 
applied to detect child pornographic content [22]. The classifer 
built upon a deep learning architecture with an attention mecha-
nism was able to accurately discern child pornography vs. non-child 
pornography. However, given the subjective and contextualized 
nature of risk [14], binary classifcation tasks alone would not al-
low us to identify contextualized online risks youth experience. 
Therefore, we frst need to understand the contextual dimensions 
of online risk in order to detect nuanced risks in images. 

In this work, we enhance previous work by utilizing vision trans-
formers with contextual dimensions of online risk to automatically 
identify risky images youth share online. We frst identifed the 
three risk dimensions based on the literature review (risk types) 
and a set of qualitative analyses (media content type and nature of 
risks). From there, we trained the vision transformers with self- and 
semi-supervised learning methods to identify risk images. We ap-
plied these two learning methods because the traditional supervised 
classifcation method would not be appropriate to train a vision 
transformers model due to an imbalance in our dataset (risk-label 
vs non-risk label). Below, we describe the semi- and self-supervised 
approaches for risky image classifcation. 

2.2.1 Self-Supervised Image Classification. Self-supervised learn-
ing is the practice of learning feature representations without the 
use of pre-existing labels (e.g., learning the features that make up an 
image of a dog or cat without telling the model which images con-
tain dogs or cats). By training without labels, the model itself must 

determine what features diferentiate one image from another. Vari-
ous methods have been created to facilitate self-supervised learning, 
with most methods focused on contrastive learning [11, 12, 26, 71]. 
The premise behind contrastive learning is to treat each image 
as its own separate class and compare them to augmentations of 
themselves as well as to augmentations of other images [10]. In 
this way, a model can learn the features that make up an image and 
how they difer from the features of other images. 

In this work, we utilized Distillation with No Labels (DINO), a 
self-supervised co-distillation method [10]. DINO works by utilizing 
two networks, a student and a teacher, both of which have the same 
architecture but diferent weights. During training, the student 
and teacher are passed augmented variants of the input image, 
where the teacher receives two global crops of the image, and the 
student receives both the global crops as well as several local crops 
of smaller resolution [10]. DINO has been shown to be an efective 
method of self-supervised learning with self-attention maps that 
are capable of nearly ‘segmenting’ the objects in the images it is 
given. We used DINO as a general pre-text method of extracting 
features from our images for use in downstream classifcation tasks 
to identify risk types, media content types, and the nature of risks. 

2.2.2 Semi-Supervised Image Classification. Semi-supervised learn-
ing difers from both supervised learning and self-supervised learn-
ing in that it makes use of some labels instead of all or none. Semi-
supervised learning is typically done through the use of pseudo-
labeling [36], a process by which a model is trained on a subset of a 
dataset that has labels. With semi-supervised learning, models pro-
duce pseudo-labels for the subset of unlabeled data and then retrain 
themselves on the larger set of labeled and pseudo-labeled data. 
The difculty with this approach, however, is determining a good 
pseudo-label; in many cases, network confdence is used as a way 
of estimating the quality of a potential pseudo-label [56]. Still, an 
issue with the use of network confdence is the chance of producing 
noisy pseudo-labels due to poor network calibration. Since neural 
networks are generally poorly calibrated at the start of training, 
models can produce highly confdent pseudo-label predictions that 
are very far of the actual target value. 

To address this problem, scholars have applied the uncertainty 
regularization technique [45, 73, 75]. For instance, Uncertainty-
Aware Pseudo-Label Selection (UPS) [53] utilizes network conf-
dence and certainty to flter out noisy pseudo-labels during training. 
Pseudo-labels are produced using network output predictions that 
are chosen using a threshold value � , which in the case of multi-class 
classifcation is the maximum probability in the output. To select 
the best pseudo-labels, UPS selects the labels that have a confdence 
value (network prediction output) ≥ �� in the case of positive labels 
and < �� for negative labels. UPS then calculates an uncertainty 
estimation � (�) which is then compared against threshold values 
�� and �� for positive and negative labels respectively. Once the 
pseudo-labels have been chosen, the loss for positive labels is the 
cross-entropy of the network output and the positive label, and the 
loss for negative labels is the negative cross-entropy loss of the net-
work and the negative label. All losses are then summed to get the 
total loss for the network. In summary, the training sequence can 
be described as 1) initially train on the known dataset, 2) produce 
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positive and negative pseudo-labels, 3) train again using the new 
labels, and 4) repeat until all images are labeled. 

In this work, we utilized UPS to train a linear classifer for down-
stream classifcation tasks with the features generated by DINO. 
During the training process, the UPS produced pseudo-labels for 
our dataset in terms of all three diferent risk dimensions (risk types, 
media types, and nature of risks). 

3 METHODS 

3.1 Data Annotation Process 
3.1.1 Dataset. We collected Instagram Direct Messages (DMs) 
from youth between the ages of 13 and 21, who were then asked to 
fag private message conversations (a set of DMs) that made them 
or someone else feels uncomfortable or unsafe. We selected Insta-
gram as it is one of the most popular social media platforms among 
youth [2]. Each participant was required to have an active Insta-
gram account during the ages of 13-17. The participants were also 
required to have had at least 15 Direct Message (DM) conversations 
(private conversations that would not appear in users’ feed, search, 
or profle [30]), two of which must have made them or someone else 
feel uncomfortable. To recruit youth participants, we promoted our 
study on social media, especially Facebook and Instagram. We also 
contacted more than 650 youth-serving organizations for ofine 
recruitment. We developed a web admin tool to manually verify 
the collected data to ensure that participants met inclusion criteria 
and that the shared messages were from real participants. The total 
dataset was comprised of over 10,000 private conversations had by 
100 youths between the ages of 13 and 21. For our automated anal-
ysis, we fltered the dataset to focus only on images and this gave 
us 50,442 images donated by 41 youth participants. Out of 50,422 
images, 550 images were labeled as risky (described below), while 
the rest were labeled as non-risky. We used a set of 443 labeled 
images (80%) to train and a set of 107 labeled images (20%) to test 
a linear classifer with Uncertainty-Aware Pseudo-Label Selection 
(UPS). Below, we describe the labeling process in detail. 

3.1.2 Ethical Considerations. Due to the sensitive nature of the 
dataset, we took the utmost care to ensure the confdentiality and 
privacy of the participants. This study was approved by the authors’ 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). We disclosed ourselves as man-
dated child abuse reporters in the case of imminent risk posed to a 
minor and our federal obligation to report child pornography to the 
proper authorities. As we were unable to make diagnostic clinical 
decisions about participants’ mental health conditions, we provided 
participants with help and support resources. We explicitly warned 
the participants not to upload digital imagery depicting the nudity 
of a minor and gave them clear instructions on how to remove such 
media from their data before uploading it to our system. In addition, 
we obtained a National Institute of Health Certifcate of Confden-
tiality, which further ensures participant privacy and prevents the 
subpoena of the data during legal discovery. 

For the data and analysis, we took special care by removing all 
personally identifable information in any publication resulting 
from this dataset to ensure the confdentiality of our participants. 
We did not use any cloud-based services (e.g., Google Vision API) 

when analyzing our data to avoid sharing the data with third par-
ties. We followed our data management plan which included only 
storing data in safe and restricted data storage approved by the uni-
versity’s information technology security audit team; researchers 
were not permitted to download the data on any personal devices. 
All researchers analyzing the data completed the Collaborative 
Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) human subjects research 
training and the initiation protection of minors training program. 
We also provided mental health support and adequate breaks for 
RAs who helped verify and qualitatively analyze the data as some 
of the content could be triggering or explicit. 

3.1.3 Youth’s Risk Annotations. First, each private conversation 
(a set of Direct Messages) was labeled by youth participants as 
either risky or non-risky. If the conversation was labeled as risky, 
participants were then asked to fag the specifc messages that made 
that conversation risky, as well as to identify the type of risk(s) in 
those messages. Although we provided pre-defned risk types, we 
mentioned to participants to not limit the unsafe conversations to 
these categories and to fag any content that seems unsafe to them. 
Each risky media message was labeled with one or more risk types. 
The type of risks was assessed by seven categories identifed in the 
existing literature [70] and the existing Instagram reporting feature 
categories similar to participants’ experience on Instagram [29]. 
The seven categories included: 

• Nudity/porn: Photos or videos of a nude or partially nude 
people or person 

• Sexual messages/solicitations: Sending or receiving a sexual 
message (“sexting”) - being asked to send a sexual message, 
revealing, or naked photo 

• Harassment: Messages that contain credible threats, aim to 
degrade, or shame someone, contain personal information 
to blackmail or harass someone or threaten to post nude 
photos of someone 

• Hate speech: Messages that encourage violence or attack 
anyone based on who they are; specifc threats of physical 
harm, theft, or vandalism 

• Violence/threat of violence: Messages, photos, or videos of 
extreme violence, or that encourage violence or attack any-
one based on their religious, ethnic, or sexual background 

• Sale or promotion of illegal activities: Messages promoting 
the use or distribution of illegal material such as drugs 

• Self-injury: Messages promoting self-injury such as suicidal 
thoughts, cutting, and/or eating disorders 

3.1.4 Research Assistants’ Risk Annotation. Next, we enlisted six 
RAs to identify risky media messages. RAs were undergraduate 
research assistants at the last authors’ institution, who ranged in 
age from 18 to early twenties. We had an interdisciplinary team of 
RAs from computer science, psychology, criminology, and sociology 
majors. After training on data annotation, each RA was assigned 
participants with which to review and annotate all of their DMs for 
risks. We had two RAs code each conversation to make sure that 
we captured as many risky media messages as possible. We had a 
shared codebook for RAs to expand the defnitions and examples 
of risks, as well as to document discrepancies and difcult-to-judge 
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scenarios. We held weekly workshops for RAs to discuss their per-
spectives and come to a consensus on the conversations if they had 
conficting ideas. After both youth participants and RAs completed 
risk annotation, we fltered the data to focus on media messages 
that had risk types fagged by the youth participants and/or RAs. 
Through this process, we collected 686 unsafe media messages from 
127 private conversations annotated by 18 diferent participants 
and 6 research assistants. 

3.1.5 Qalitative Analyses for Contextual Risk Dimensions. From 
there, we (researchers) conducted a set of qualitative analyses on the 
686 risky media messages annotated by the youth participants and 
the RAs to determine the contextual risk dimensions. We started 
the qualitative analyses with a content analysis [17] to code each 
risky media message for manifest content: media content type. We 
did this process by familiarizing ourselves with the dataset and 
categorizing the major media content types among the entire risky 
media messages. Through the content analysis, we came up with the 
frst contextual dimension, “media content type,” which consisted 
of fve diferent codes including: 

• Meme: Digitally altered/created images usually containing 
both images and text 

• Screenshot: Images of device screens 
• Natural image of the person: Images of a person or body part 
in the natural world 

• Natural image of objects: Images of an object or animal in 
the natural world 

• Art Illustration: Drawn or illustrated artworks 
Then, we performed a thematic analysis [8] to determine more 

nuanced patterns and/or themes that emerge. We began this process 
by revisiting the dataset and noting down some initial codes based 
on our observations, considering the larger conversation around the 
shared risky media. From there, we began the full coding process for 
two more rounds to refne the codes for potential themes. Through 
this iterative and comparative process, we came up with three key 
themes that emerged in terms of the “nature of risks”: 

• Humor: Risky images that contained a humorous undertone 
(non-serious), 

• Broadcast: Risky images that were not directed toward any 
particular individual 

• Personal: Risky images that were sent personally (i.e., to 
target or address the individual). 

Based on the codes above, we labeled 686 risky media messages 
in terms of the “media content types” and “nature of risk.” Each 
risky message was labeled one code from the media content type 
and the nature of risk dimensions. Some of the media messages 
contained one or more media content types (e.g., image of a per-
son and image of objects in one media message). In this case, we 
assigned one code that is the most relevant to the context of the 
message. Finally, we excluded the videos and audio recordings from 
686 risky media messages to focus only on the risky images for the 
image classifcation tasks. In total, we had 550 risky images labeled 
for risk types, media types, and the nature of risks. 

In summary, “risk types” was annotated by youth participants 
and RAs using 7 risk type categories we identifed based on the 
previous literature [70] and Instagram risk reporting feature [29]. 

Table 1: The number of labels for risk types (annotated by 
participants and RAs) 

Risk Types Number of Label 
Harassment 94 
Hate speech 30 
Nudity/porn 95 
Sale of illegal activities 33 
Self-injury 17 
Sexual messages 301 
Violence/threat 64 
Total 634 

Table 2: The number of labeled images for the media type 
(annotated by the researcher) 

Media Type Number of Label 
Natural Image (person) 87 
Natural Image (object) 22 
Meme 231 
Screenshot 139 
Art illustration 71 
Total 550 

Table 3: The number of labeled images for the nature of risks 
(annotated by the researcher) 

Nature of Risks Number of Label 
Personal 112 
Broadcast 150 
Humor 286 
Total 550 

The “media content type” and the “nature of risk” were annotated 
by the researcher; these two contextual risk dimensions were gen-
erated by a set of qualitative analyses conducted by the researcher. 
Tables 1-3 show the number of labeled images for the three key 
risk dimensions that we identifed in this work. 

3.2 Automated Detection using Machine 
Learning 

3.2.1 Analytical Approaches. In many cases, the challenge with 
computer vision (and machine learning as a whole) is the lack of 
extensive labeled datasets with which to create supervised classi-
fers. Our dataset had such a challenge, with only 550 of our 50,442 
images being labeled as risky. The ground truth annotation to label 
youth’s online risk is challenging due to the sensitivity of the topic 
and the difculty in recruiting those who experienced online risks 
[18]. We faced additional challenges when labeling ground-truth 
data because we were working with private media messages, and 
therefore, every researcher and RA had to be approved and trained 
on privacy regulations before labeling the data. Due to such chal-
lenges, instead of traditional supervised classifcation, we explored 
the use of self- and semi-supervision to train a vision transformer 
model to detect risky images using our dataset. We frst trained our 
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model with self-supervised learning, DINO [10], to extract features. 
With the features extracted by DINO, we trained a single-layer lin-
ear classifer (before any semi-supervised learning) and evaluated 
the performance of this linear classifer. Next, with the features ex-
tracted by DINO (fne-tuned model), we trained a single-layer linear 
classifer with semi-supervised learning, UPS [53], and evaluated 
the performance of trained linear classifers. Below, we debrief the 
methods that we used to build risky image classifcation algorithms. 

3.2.2 Feature Extraction using Self-Supervised Learning. We started 
the model training with feature extraction using DINO, a self-
supervised learning [10] method. We performed two types of train-
ing with DINO. The frst one was the raw training with the entire 
dataset (N = 50,442) without any pre-trained features. We did this 
training for 300 epochs with a 16x16 patch size using the same pa-
rameters and ViT architecture as in the original work that proposed 
the DINO model [10]. Then we downloaded the pre-trained DINO 
model with ImageNet weights [19] and trained a fne-tuned DINO 
model with both our dataset and ImageNet weights. We used Ima-
geNet for pre-training because it was the largest dataset available by 
the time we pre-trained the DINO model (over 10 million) [28]. We 
did this training for 100 epochs with both 8x8 and 16x16 patch sizes 
using the same parameters as in the original paper [10]. Note that 
we did not make use of risk labels to train and extract features from 
DINO. Instead, we used the risk labels to train a linear classifcation 
model with UPS using the features extracted by DINO. 

3.2.3 Linear Classification. To build a downstream classifcation 
model, we trained a single-layer linear classifer both with and 
without UPS (semi-supervised learning) using the same parameters 
as in the previous literature [10]. We split the dataset randomly, 
where 80% of the dataset (n = 433) was set aside for training the 
machine learning algorithms and the remaining 20% (n = 107) was 
utilized as a test set. For training without UPS, we trained the 
classifer for 100 epochs using the features extracted from the 1) raw-
trained DINO using our dataset, 2) DINO pre-trained with ImageNet 
features, 3) and fne-tuned DINO trained with both our dataset and 
ImageNet (combined). Next, for training with UPS, we trained our 
classifer with features extracted by fne-tuned DINO model for 20 
iterations with 20 epochs each for a total of 400 epochs of training 
using the same thresholds as in the original UPS paper [53]. When 
training a linear classifer to identify risk types, we included a non-
risky class because we are classifying for risk type class for the 
entire set of images (N = 50,442), many of which are non-risky. 
We did not include a non-risky class for media types and direction 
of risk classifcation tasks because they are not necessarily tied to 
whether the images are risky or non-risky (e.g., being meme does 
not necessarily mean it is risky or non-risky). Figure 1 presents the 
visualized overview of the automated approaches that we applied 
in this study. 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Linear Classifcation with DINO 
A single-layer linear classifer with the DINO model pre-trained 
with our dataset resulted in reasonable performance with respect 
to media types (75.7% accuracy). However, it did not perform as 
accurately as a linear classifer with the DINO model pre-trained on 

Table 4: Accuracy results from the linear classifers using 
frozen features generated by diferent DINO models 

Pre train Risk Type Media Type Nature of Risk 
Our dataset 59.8% 75.7% 71% 
ImageNet 47.7% 82.2% 66.4% 
Fine-tuned 56.1% 83.2% 75.7% 

Table 5: Results from training a linear classifer with UPS on 
frozen DINO features 

Metric 
Accuracy 
Precision 
Recall 
F1 

Risk Type 
83.1% 
19.6% 
16.9% 
17.3% 

Media Ty
28% 
20.9% 
17.4% 
8.3% 

pe Nature of Risk 
61.3% 
62.9% 
69.4% 
61.3% 

ImageNet (82.2% accuracy). The best-performing model to classify 
media types was a linear classifer with the fne-tuned DINO model 
(83.2%). We note that these are noticeably higher than a baseline 
majority class classifer for the media type (one that classifes all 
instances into the majority class, 42%). 

In terms of the nature of risks, a linear classifer with the DINO 
model pre-trained with our data also resulted in reasonable perfor-
mance (71% accuracy). Contrary to the media type, it did perform 
more accurately than a linear classifer with the DINO model pre-
trained on ImageNet (66.4% accuracy). A linear classifer fne-tuned 
with our data and ImageNet performed the best for classifying the 
nature of risks (75.7% accuracy). Regardless of pre-training methods, 
the accuracy results of all classifers were noticeably higher than a 
baseline majority class classifer for the nature of risks (52%). 

Meanwhile, compared to other classifcation tasks, performance 
on the risk types was less accurate for all DINO models, though 
the DINO pre-trained with our dataset performed better (59.8% 
accuracy) than the other two models (47.7% and 56.1% accuracy, 
respectively). However, the accuracy results were still higher than 
a baseline majority class classifer for the risk types (47%). Table 4 
summarizes the accuracy results of this experiment. 

Overall, the results show that the linear classifers trained with 
features extracted from DINO models were able to accurately label 
the risky images in terms of all three risk dimensions: risk types, 
media content type, and nature of risks. That is, DINO was able to 
produce quality features from our dataset to be used for multi-class 
classifcation tasks. 

4.2 Linear Classifcation with UPS 
Table 5 summarizes the performance of the linear classifers with 
pseudo-labels produced by UPS. For the risk types classifcation task, 
a classifer trained with UPS performed well in terms of accuracy 
(83.1%), but it did not in terms of precision and recall (19.5%, 16.9% 
respectively). When labeling the non-risky class, UPS achieved a 
92% accuracy. However, when labeling the risk types, UPS only 
achieved a 12.5% on average across seven diferent categories. That 
is, UPS was not able to accurately identify risk types with the small 
number of labeled images and features extracted from DINO. 
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Figure 1: Overview of Automated Analysis Approach 

UPS did perform fairly well when labeling the nature of risks 
(61.3% accuracy), with most of the messages being labeled as humor. 
Of those messages labeled as humor, 61% of them were labeled 
correctly, whereas 88% of the messages labeled as broadcast were 
correct and only 36% of the messages labeled as personally targeted 
were correct. On further review, most of the messages labeled by 
UPS as personally targeted were incorrectly attributed to broadcast 
messages with very few of the targeted messages being missed by 
UPS. This indicated that our linear classifer trained with UPS is 
sensitive to personally targeted messages and had a very low false 
negative rate for detecting targeted messages. 

Meanwhile, our results indicated that a linear classifer trained 
with UPS struggled to properly label media types of the images in 
our dataset (28% accuracy). Most of the images labeled by UPS for 
media type were labeled as memes, the majority class of media type. 
All memes were correctly classifed as memes, while the majority 
of the images with other media content types were incorrectly 
classifed as memes. 

5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Linear Classifcation 
The results of our study show that DINO, a self-supervised method, 
is potentially capable of producing quality features from our dataset. 
Compared to the media content type and the nature of risks, per-
formance on the risk types was less accurate for all DINO models. 
Given the number of classes for the risk types (N = 7), we consider 
the accuracy level of the classifer to be reasonable. Specifcally, we 
observed that the DINO pre-trained with our dataset did perform 
better than the DINO pre-trained with ImageNet for the risk type 
classifcation task. This could be due to the ImageNet pre-trained 
DINO being better trained for less common image types in our 
dataset such as natural images of people and objects which are both 
common media types in ImageNet. 

For downstream classifcation, our results showed that UPS (semi-
supervised method) trained with the features extracted by DINO 
(self-supervised method) performed reasonably well to classify the 
nature of risks (humor, broadcast, and personal). However, the 
results also indicated that a linear classifer trained with UPS strug-
gled to accurately label the media types of the images in our dataset. 
This could be due to the low number of labeled data in our study 

(N = 550) compared to the original work where UPS was trained 
with 1000-4000 labeled images [53]. 

When we closely examined the classifcation results, most of 
the images labeled by UPS for media types were labeled as memes, 
despite being of a diferent media type. This could be due to frst, 
the majority of the labels for media types belonged to memes (n 
= 231/550), hence, the classifer was able to learn patterns better 
for memes compared to other media types. Second, the way we 
assigned media type labels and the synthetic nature of memes could 
have contributed to our results. During the data annotation process, 
we assigned media type labels mutually exclusively (i.e., assigning 
one media type label to one image), while memes can exhibit the 
characteristics of several diferent types of media (e.g., memes that 
include natural images of people/objects, or memes that include 
artist renders). This could lead to confusion for linear classifers 
when trying to generalize the patterns with the unlabeled data that 
contained numerous examples of this cross-media type. Had we 
assigned more than one media content type label to memes, the 
classifers could have been able to learn the patterns better and 
yield more accurate classifcation results. Similarly, if we included 
more complex examples of memes and other media types in our 
training dataset, the classifer may have been able to distinguish 
between the patterns for diferent media types more precisely. 

Overall, our results indicated that more labeled data is needed 
to have machine-learning models to generalize contextual informa-
tion of risks manifested in images. However, given the challenges 
with labeling contextual information on youth risk experience, par-
ticularly in the private sphere, we suggest that a better alternative 
would be to create a cascade or ensemble model. For instance, the 
ensemble model can make use of our classifcation models for the 
contextual risk dimensions (media types such as memes, screen-
shots, etc., and the nature of risks including humor, personal, and 
broadcast) by combining their outputs into a single input with the 
images themselves to a risk classifer. By combining this contex-
tual information, the ensemble model may be able to achieve better 
classifcation results than just using the images themselves as input. 

5.2 Implications for Youth-centered Online Risk 
Detection 

In 2022, a large majority of U.S. teens perceived that social media 
sites and government ofcials are doing a poor job of addressing 
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the youth online risk. More importantly, teens who have experi-
enced online risks - the most vulnerable - are more skeptical about 
how various groups fail to curtail online risks [65]. It is critical to 
build a youth-centered framework to intervene with online risk 
and put it into practice. Our work provides important insights into 
designing such youth-centered automated detection of online risks. 
First, part of our ground truth data was collected from youth who 
have experienced online risks in private conversations. We did so 
because a critical aspect of machine learning development is estab-
lishing ground truth that is refective of the phenomenon in the 
real world [50]. For instance, adult users’ data cannot be considered 
ecologically valid grounds for automated detection of cyberbul-
lying or sexual solicitation targeted toward youth users because 
the behavioral patterns and linguistic styles would be diferent for 
the two populations. Our work adds novel insights into the feld 
of online risk detection by collecting and analyzing risky images 
labeled by youths themselves and providing contextual dimensions 
for risk classifcation tasks. 

Additionally, instead of a binary (e.g., risky vs. non-risky) clas-
sifcation, our work yielded contextual descriptions based on the 
risk type, media content type, and direction of risks (e.g., “harass-
ment”, “screenshot”, and “personally targeted”). These descriptions 
are essential for a better understanding of the youth online risk 
phenomena and for creating customized intervention (support) 
mechanisms. Furthermore, applying these descriptions using an 
automated method is vital to tackle the scale, cost, and timeliness 
issues associated with youth online risk. The key risk dimensions 
that we generated in our study could serve as foundations for de-
signing machine-learning models to detect youth online risks in a 
diferent context. Also, semi- and self-supervised learning methods 
could be applied to build more sophisticated models (e.g., cascade 
or ensemble models) to detect nuanced and contextualized online 
risks youth experience. 

Finally, our fndings have implications for the design of safety 
features for social media platforms, especially those with private 
messaging features. Given that risk is highly subjective and con-
textual [14], social media platforms need to consider risk context 
carefully when designing and applying flters to moderate privately-
shared risky images. At the same time, our results indicate that 
identifying contextual risk dimensions with high accuracy is not 
trivial. To tackle this issue, social media platforms can implement 
feedback features to the fltering system so that youth can provide 
interactive feedback on contextual information about risky images 
to the system. They can even consider adding reward features for 
youth users to encourage them to actively participate in this in-
teractive feedback process. This way, social media platforms can 
refect unique perspectives of youth to design intervention systems 
to promote their online safety. 

Taken together, we argue for designing youth-centered online 
risk detection models that can beneft those who are likely to be 
victimized in risky online interactions. Such youth-centered ap-
proaches to designing online risk detection systems will be more 
translatable in the real world. Our work is a step forward in this 
space so that translational research has a real-world impact on 
youth online safety. 

5.3 Limitations and Future Work 
The frst and most critical challenge that we faced was a small 
number of risk labels (N = 550) to build automated risk detection 
algorithms. Although we tackled this problem with the use of semi 
and self-supervised methods, our results indicate that more labeled 
data is needed to have machine-learning models to generalize con-
textual information of risks manifested in images. Future research 
can investigate ways to increase the number of labeled examples of 
risk to ensure a diverse pool of risks to better aid machine learning 
models with generalization. In addition, we exclude the videos and 
audio from our dataset and focused exclusively on the images in 
this work. We acknowledge this as a limitation since online content 
is increasingly becoming multi-modal and popular social media 
platforms (e.g., YouTube and TikTok) are being nearly exclusively 
video-based. Future work can look to video action recognition or 
video object segmentation using vision transformers. 

Another potential limitation would be sampling bias. Participants 
of our study must have registered as active users on Instagram for 
a certain time and signed up to donate their data for research. In 
addition, we consciously recruited youth who have experienced 
online risks on Instagram. Thus, we recognize that the ground-truth 
annotation from this study may not be the same for other youth 
populations. At the same time, this allowed us to work with those 
who are likely to experience online risks and hence to analyze a 
more ecologically valid dataset. Future research could endeavor to 
work with a more diverse pool of youth to label ground-truth data. 

Even with the utmost care, we recognize ethical concerns that 
can arise from our research. While understanding the frst-person 
perspective is valuable, studying online risks with youth can unin-
tentionally put an “already vulnerable population at greater risk” 
[4]. For instance, reviewing and fagging risky media could have 
triggered youth participants to have uncomfortable feelings. Having 
said that, addressing the issues of youth online risks is critical, and 
research such as our work is necessary to identify a path forward 
toward youth-centered online safety measures. Additionally, since 
personal information could be easily traceable even in aggregated 
data, extra care for the privacy of the youth is needed. Future re-
search should address ethical and privacy-preserving ways to work 
with sensitive datasets generated by the most vulnerable youth. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we identify key contextual dimensions of online risk 
youth experience online. Based on those dimensions, we explored 
the state-of-the-art automated methods (self- and semi-supervised 
methods) for identifying contextualized risks in images. The results 
of our study serve as a foundation for understanding contextual-
ized online risk youth experience and designing youth-centered 
machine-learning methods for automated online risk detection. 
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